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Abbreviations 

 

AHP (After hyperpolarization) 

AP (Action potential) 

RRP (Readily releasable pool) 

asRNA (antisense RNA) 

Em (Resting membrane potential) 

helSyn (Helix synapsin) 

helSynKD (Helix synapsin knock-down) 

IFF (Instantaneous firing frequency) 

ISI (Interspike interval)  

KO (Knock-out) 

MFF (Mean firing frequency) 

Rin (Input resistance) 

SFA (Spike frequency adaptation) 

Syn (Synapsin)  

Vth (Voltage threshold) 

s.e.m. (Standard error of the mean) 
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Abstract 

Synapsins are an evolutionarily-conserved family of presynaptic proteins crucial for the 

fine-tuning of synaptic function. A large amount of experimental evidences has shown 

that the synapsins are involved in the development of epileptic phenotypes and several 

mutations in synapsin genes have been associated with epilepsy in humans and 

animal models. Synapsin mutations induce alterations in circuitry and neurotransmitter 

release, differentially affecting excitatory and inhibitory synapses, thus causing an 

excitation/inhibition imbalance in network excitability toward hyperexcitability that may 

be determinant with regard to the development of epilepsy. Another approach to 

investigate epileptogenic mechanisms is to understand how silencing synapsin affects 

cellular behavior of single neurons and is associated with the hyperexcitable 

phenotypes observed in epilepsy. Here, we examined the functional effects of 

antisense-RNA inhibition of synapsin expression in individually identified and isolated 

serotonergic cells of the Helix land snail. We found that Helix synapsin silencing 

increases cell excitability characterized by a slightly depolarized resting membrane 

potential, decreases the rheobase, reduces the threshold for action potential (AP) firing 

and increases the mean and instantaneous firing rates, with respect to control cells. 

The observed increase of Ca2+ and BK currents in synapsin-silenced cells seems to be 

related to changes in the shape of the AP waveform. These currents sustain the faster 

spiking in synapsin-deficient cells by increasing the after hyperpolarization and limiting 

the Na+ and Ca2+ channel inactivation during repetitive firing. This in turn speeds up the 

depolarization phase by reaching the AP threshold faster. Our results provide evidence 

that synapsin silencing increases intrinsic cell excitability associated with increased 

Ca2+ and Ca2+-dependent BK currents in the absence of excitatory or inhibitory inputs. 

 

Keywords 

Synapsin; invertebrate neurons; cell excitability; calcium channels; BK channels.
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Synapsins (Syns) are an evolutionarily conserved family of presynaptic proteins, crucial 

for the fine tuning of synaptic transmission and synaptic remodeling. Syn homologues 

have been found all across the metazoan tree, from Cnidaria to Vertebrata, with one 

single gene identified in invertebrates and three different genes (called SYN1, SYN2 

and SYN3) described in mammals, all highly conserved and sharing similar modular 

structure (Cesca et al., 2010).  

In addition to several roles of Syns in physiological neuronal functioning, increasing 

evidence indicates that these proteins are involved in epilepsy development (Li et al., 

1995; Rosahl et al., 1995; Gitler et al., 2004; Etholm and Heggelund, 2009; Ketzef et al. 

2011; Etholm et al., 2013). In mammals it has been shown that almost all single, 

double or triple Syn knock-out (KO) mice develop a severe epileptic phenotype induced 

by sensory stimulation (for review see Cesca et al., 2010 and Fassio et al., 2011a). In 

humans, several nonsense and missense Syn mutations associated with epilepsy, 

among other disorders, have been reported and characterized to some degree, for both 

SYN1 (García et al., 2004; Fassio et al., 2011b; Lignani et al., 2013, Giannandrea et 

al., 2013) and SYN2 genes (Cavalleri et al., 2007; Lakhan et al., 2010; Corradi et al., 

2014). 

The establishment of connections among neurons depends on the correct timing of 

neuronal development and Syn proteins are the main regulators of wiring the brain 

during development (Cesca et al., 2010). Several studies provided evidence that Syns 

play a fundamental role in the development of neurites (Ferreira et al. 1994; 1998, Kao 

et al., 2002), and in the formation, maintenance and rearrangements of synaptic 

contacts (Ferreira et al., 1998; Chin et al., 1995). It is also accepted that Syns modulate 

synaptic vesicle pools, modifying the readily releasable pool (RRP), the recycling pool, 

and the resting pool sizes (Humeau et al., 2001; Feng et al., 2002; Gitler et al., 2004; 

Gaffield and Betz, 2007; Chiappalone et al., 2009; Messa et al., 2010; Kile, 2010; 

Valtorta et al., 2011; Farisello et al., 2012; Orenbuch et al., 2012; Verstegen et al., 

2014; Brenes et al., 2015). Epileptic disorders have been related with deficiencies in 
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Syn-regulated processes such as neurite outgrowth, synapse formation or 

neurotransmitter release. In fact, the development of epilepsy in Syn mutants has been 

associated with i) alterations of neurite outgrowth and synaptogenesis leading to 

abnormal circuitry during maturation (Cesca et al., 2010), and ii) modification of the 

synaptic vesicle pool mobility and release with consequent differential changes of the 

rate of neurotransmitter release in excitatory and inhibitory synapses, thus causing an 

excitation/inhibition imbalance in network excitability (Gitler et al., 2004; Baldelli et al., 

2007; Chiappalone et al., 2009; Noebels et al., 2010; Pitkänen and Lukasiuk, 2011; 

Farisello et al., 2012; Lignani et al., 2013). 

Progressive alterations of neuronal excitability observed in epileptic disorders may be 

due to the development of intrinsic changes at the cellular level, independent of 

excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the cells (Noebels 2003; Kandel et al., 2013). The 

aim of the present study is to investigate the effects of Syn silencing on the 

electrophysiological properties of isolated identified neurons completely deprived of 

their synaptic inputs. The neurons of the land snail Helix provide several advantages 

for this study since specific identifiable neurons can be isolated independently and 

cultured avoiding the effects of surrounding tissue or excitatory and inhibitory synaptic 

inputs (Ghirardi et al., 1996; Fiumara et al., 2001). These neurons also allow 

performing complex experimental manipulations such as plasmid intra-nuclear 

microinjection and provide a convenient genetic organization with a single Syn gene 

(Fiumara et al., 2007) that may be blocked by antisense RNA (asRNA) (Brenes et al., 

2015). By injecting plasmids codifying constitutively expressed asRNA, Syn can be 

silenced in isolated single cells and cellular excitability can be analyzed, together with 

the ionic currents controlling cell excitability, widening our knowledge about the role of 

Syn in the development of alterations in neuronal excitability. 
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1. Experimental procedures 

1.1. Materials 

All chemicals and reagents used in this study were purchased from Sigma (Milan, 

Italy), unless stated otherwise. 

1.2. Animals 

Juvenile specimens of Helix aspersa land snails were provided by local breeders and 

maintained inactive at a temperature of 6 °C. Before experimental procedures, snails 

were kept in an active state for at least 16 h in a climatic chamber regulating 

temperature and humidity (20°C and 70% relative humidity). During the active period, 

snails were fed with lettuce and water ad libitum. During surgical procedures, the snails 

were always anesthetized and efforts were made to minimize the number and suffering 

of animals used, in accordance with Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament 

and of the Council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for 

scientific purposes. 

1.3. Cell Culture 

Cell cultures were performed as previously described (Ghirardi et al., 1996). Briefly, the 

snails were anesthetized by the injection of isotonic MgCl2 in the foot. Cerebral ganglia 

were surgically isolated and incubated for enzymatic digestion in protease type XIV in 

isotonic L15 medium (0.4 U/ml) at 34°C for 3 h. After digestion, the ganglia were 

washed two times in L15 medium and C1 neurons were individually isolated, identified 

by their position in the ganglia and their size. Neurons were isolated and transferred to 

dishes pretreated with 5 % bovine serum albumin to prevent cell-substrate adhesion. 

After 24 h floating neurons retracted their processes, forming spherical axon-

reabsorbed somata (soma-configuration), as previously described (Fiumara et al., 

2005). Then, floating somata were microinjected and gently manipulated according to 

the specific experimental requirements. 

1.4. Helix synapsin knock-down 
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Standard recombinant DNA techniques were used to generate two different plasmids. 

The first one was the plasmid pNEX3 containing EGFP sequence (pNEX-EGFP). In the 

second one, the DNA sequence corresponding to the 3’ third of mRNA of helSyn (544 

bp) was cloned in an inverted way in the pNEX3 plasmid, depleted of EGFP (pNEX-

helSynAS). Upon intra-nuclear microinjection these constructs lead to constitutive 

expression of EGFP protein or an asRNA against the final part of helSyn mRNA. 

Control cells were injected with the pNEX-EGFP. helSynKD cells were injected with 

both pNEX-helSynAS and pNEX-EGFP. Intra-nuclear microinjection was done with a 

glass electrode, with the tip filled with a solution containing the plasmids (1 µg/ml 

each), KCl (0.2 M) and Fast Green solution 0.2 % (p/v), and loaded using short 

pressure pulses (10-20 pulses, 2-10 psi) delivered through a pneumatic picopump 

(PV820, WPI) connected to the electrode holder. The injection procedure was 

monitored under visual and electrophysiological control and stopped when the nucleus 

was uniformly colored. Cells expressing the asRNA and control cells were analyzed by 

immunocytochemistry in order to estimate Syn protein presence. As we previously 

showed (Brenes et al., 2015), cells expressing the asRNA for 48 h and 72 h showed a 

marked decrease in Syn immunostaining, and only these cells were used for the 

electrophysiological experiments. 

1.5. Electrophysiological recordings 

Standard intracellular recording techniques were used in cultured cells under an 

inverted microscope (Eclipse TE200, Nikon Instruments, Tokyo, Japan) as previously 

described by Fiumara et al. (2005; 2007). Briefly, the cells were impaled with glass 

intracellular electrodes, filled with 2.5 M KCl (resistance ~10 MΩ). Signals were 

amplified by an Axoclamp 900A amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, USA) in 

current clamp mode, digitally converted by means of a Digidata 1322A analog/digital 

converter (Axon Instruments) and monitored and recorded with Axoscope software 

(Axon Instruments) on a PC.  
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Ca2+ and K+ currents were recorded in whole cell patch configuration using a 

Multiclamp 700A amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, USA) or an EPC-10 

HEKA amplifier (HEKA-Elektronic, Germany) and recorded using Axoscope software or 

Pulse software, respectively. Borosilicate glass pipettes of 1-2 MΩ input resistance 

were filled with different intracellular solutions according to the experimental aim 

(Marcantoni et al. 2009). Series resistance of 3 to 5 MΩ was compensated by 50% 

before recording. For recording K+ currents the intracellular solution was (in mM): 3 

NaCl, 100 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 5 EGTA, pH 7.4 (with KOH) while the extracellular 

solution was (in mM): 10 NaCl, 90 CholineCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 10 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, pH 

7.4 (with NaOH). For recording Ca2+ currents the intracellular solution was (in mM): 3 

NaCl, 100 CsCl, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 5 EGTA, pH 7.4 (with CsOH) while the 

extracellular solution was (in mM): 105 TEACl, 2 CaCl2, 10 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, pH 7.4 

(with CsOH). Due to the large capacitance of Helix neurons (~314 pF) the dynamic 

response of the voltage-clamp amplifier was slow at low negative voltages where Ca2+ 

and K+ channel conductance was low but was sufficiently fast at positive potentials 

where Ca2+ and K+ conductance reached maximal values (see Fig. 6A and 7A). 

To fully inhibit BK currents, 1µM paxilline was added to the extracellular solution or the 

L15 medium (Marcantoni et al., 2010; Zhou and Lingle, 2014). The recorded traces 

were analyzed with Clampfit software (Axon Instruments) or Pulse software (HEKA-

Elektronic). Fitting of gK versus V with a Boltzmann equation was performed using 

Origin software (Marcantoni et al., 2010).  

1.6. Electrophysiological measurements 

The rheobase was determined by applying a depolarizing stimulus of 50 ms and 

increasing intensity until the cell fired an action potential (AP) and the stimulation was 

repeated at least three times. Voltage threshold for AP firing (Vth) was determined as 

the voltage at which the upslope velocity of the AP increased rapidly. At least 10 APs of 

each cell were averaged and their membrane voltages were plotted against their first 

time derivative (dV/dt), resulting in a phase plane plot of the spike (Jenerick, 1963; 
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Vandael et al., 2012). The Vth was selected as the voltage at which dV/dt exceeded 3 

times the standard deviation of all the preceding data points (Soto et al., 2000; Bailey 

et al., 2003). Input resistance (Rin) was calculated through quantification of changes in 

membrane voltage evoked by five depolarizing and five hyperpolarizing current 

injections of increasing amplitude. Voltage membrane was plotted as a function of 

injected current, and then values were fitted by linear relation, the slope of which is the 

Rin of the cell (Bailey et al., 2003).  

For the AP waveform analysis we measured different variables (Fig. 1). The fast after 

hyperpolarization (AHP) was measured as the difference between the resting 

membrane potential (Em) before the stimulation and the minimum membrane voltage 

after the action potential. The decay time 90%-10% was the duration (in ms) of the 

repolarization between the 90% and the 10% of the total repolarization phase. The 

decay time constant (decay tau) correspond to the time elapsed after membrane 

voltage has fallen to 37% of the maximum voltage attained during the AP. Half-width 

was measured at half of the spike amplitude. AP amplitude was measured as the 

difference between the peak and the resting potential before the stimulation. The 

depolarizing phase was analyzed measuring the time elapsed from the beginning to the 

peak of the AP (time to peak) and measuring the maximal velocity achieved during the 

depolarization (maximum rise slope). 

The mean firing frequency (MFF) was calculated with the number of APs fired by 500 

ms depolarizing stimulations of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 nA. Instantaneous Firing Frequency 

during the 1.5 nA stimulations (IFF) was calculated as 1 / interspike interval (ISI). And, 

the Spike Frequency Adaptation (SFA) was estimated by the ratio between the first and 

the second ISI from the 1.5 nA stimulations (adaptation ratio). 

1.7. Statistical analysis 

Data were expressed as means ± s.e.m. Statistical analysis was performed using 

GraphPad Prism version 5 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Statistical 

significance between group means was assessed using Student’s t-test or Welch 
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corrected t-test, both of two tails and ANOVA (one-way, two-way or repeated measures 

where appropriate) followed by the Bonferroni post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis test 

followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. Significance levels were set at P < 0.05. 
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2. Results 

2.1. Increased cellular excitability in Syn-silenced cells. 

In order to block Syn synthesis we nuclearly microinjected a plasmid that codifies an 

asRNA complementary with Helix synapsin (helSyn) mRNA. Silencing efficacy was 

analyzed 48 and 72 h after asRNA expression by immunocytochemical analysis. Our 

knock-down strategy resulted in an almost 90% loss of Syn in the cellular varicosities 

(Brenes et al., 2015). As shown in Fig. 2A and B, Syn staining signal in the varicosities 

of Helix neurons was strongly decreased in helSynKD cells with respect to control cells.  

Since Syn deletion and mutation have been associated with the development of 

epileptic phenotypes and progressive alterations of neuronal excitability we decided to 

analyze the cellular excitability in Syn-silenced cells. Cell excitability was estimated by 

determining the Em, measuring the minimal current intensity necessary to evoke an 

action potential (rheobase), calculating the AP-threshold and characterizing the firing 

patterns as a function of the stimulus strength.  

Helix Syn knock-down cells (helSynKD) showed a slightly depolarized resting potential 

(-49.9 ± 0.9 mV, n = 39), with respect to control cells (-53.1 ± 0.7 mV, n = 42) (t(79) = 

2.7, P < 0.01) (Fig. 3A), and a 50 % smaller rheobase (0.62 ± 0.06 nA, n = 19 in 

helSynKD cells; vs 1.22 ± 0.08 nA, n = 28 in control cells) (Welch corrected t(44) = 5.76, 

P ˂ 0.0001) (Fig. 3B).  

Averaged APs were used for the phase plane plot analysis (Fig. 3C), membrane 

voltage was plotted against the first time derivative (dV/dt) and Vth was determined as 

the voltage at which the upslope velocity (dVdt) of the AP increased rapidly over 

baseline values (see Experimental procedures section). We observed a more negative 

Vth in helSynKD cells (-26.5 ± 1.0 mV, n = 26), with respect to control cells (-22.7 ± 1.4 

mV, n = 21) (t(45) = 2.2, P < 0.05) (Fig. 3C, insert).  

When the firing response to three different sustained (500 ms) depolarizing current 

injections was evaluated (Fig. 4A), helSynKD cells showed a greater number of AP 

fired, translated in a higher MFF at all current intensities tested (0.5 nA: 5.3 ± 0.4 Hz; 
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1.0 nA: 8.9 ± 0.4 Hz; 1.5 nA: 11.2 ± 0.4 Hz; n = 25),with respect to control cells (0.5 nA: 

2.3 ± 0.4 Hz; 1.0 nA: 5.7 ± 0.6 Hz; 1.5 nA: 8.6 ± 0.6 Hz; n = 20) (treatment F(1,129) = 

33.5, P < 0.0001, stimulus F(3,129) = 312.5, ***P < 0.0001 and interaction F(3,129) = 9.3, P 

< 0.0001, Repeated Measures ANOVA) (Fig. 4B). 

The decreased rheobase and increased MFF could not be related to changes in Rin 

since this was statistically similar between control (52.3 ± 6.3 MΩ, n = 30) and 

helSynKD cells (67.7 ± 5.7 MΩ, n = 33) (P = 0.07, unpaired t-test). 

Analyzing APs fired for each cell, we found that IFF progressively decreased in both 

control and helSynKD cells (Fig. 4C), and helSynKD cells showed a higher IFF at each 

interspike interval (ISI) (treatment F(1,124) = 37.5, P < 0.0001, ISI F(2,124) = 13.7, P < 

0.0001 and interaction F(2,124) = 0.2, P = 0.80, two-way ANOVA).  

Given that spiking decreases in frequency over the 500 ms stimulation, as SFA takes 

place, we compared the degree of adaptation between control and helSynKD cells 

(adaptation ratio). In agreement with the faster MFF and higher IFF, helSynKD cells 

showed a slightly smaller adaptation ratio (1.17 ± 0.02, n = 25) with respect to control 

cells (1.25 ± 0.03, n = 20) (Welch corrected t(30) = 2.3, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4D).   

Adaptation can be associated with the accumulation of inactivated Na+ and Ca2+ 

channels during the 500 ms stimulation. This accumulation can be reflected in a shift of 

the Vth to more depolarized potentials and the decrease of the maximal rate of velocity 

(dV/dtmax) of each consecutive spike during a sustained stimulation (Colbert et al., 

1997; Aidley, 1998; Vandael et al., 2012). Sequential phase plane plot analysis of 

control and helSynKD cells was used to determine the evolution of Vth and dV/dtmax 

during spiking.  

The Vth of control cells decreased from -22.8 ± 1.2 mV in the first AP to -12.9 ± 3.2 mV 

in the sixth AP recorded (n = 18), a voltage 45.7% smaller. On the other hand, Vth of 

helSynKD cells decreased from -25.8 ± 1.4 mV in the first AP to -20.0 ± 2.2 mV in the 

sixth AP (n = 20), a voltage only 25.6% smaller (treatment F(1,174) = 29.6, P < 0.0001, 

spike F(5,174) = 28.5, P < 0.0001 and interaction F(5,174) = 1.9, P = 0.09, two-way 
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ANOVA) (Fig. 4E). Although the Em was slightly more depolarized in the helSynKD 

cells, the stronger AHP observed in these cells (see section 2.2) may account for the 

reduced accumulation of inactivated channels in the consecutive APs and the reduced 

value of Vth.  

Figure 4F shows that the dV/dtmax of both control (n = 18) and helSynKD cells (n = 20) 

markedly decreased between the first and the second AP (around 30%). In the 

helSynKD cells dV/dtmax remained nearly constant during the next APs while it 

decreased further in control cells. These values however, were not statistically different 

(treatment F(1,175) = 3.3, P = 0.07, spike F(5,175) = 52.2, P < 0.0001 and interaction F(5,175) 

= 1.4, P = 0.2, two-way ANOVA). The tendency of dV/dtmax to remain high in helSynKD 

cells is most likely due to the increased AHP that helps to quickly recruit Na+ and Ca2+ 

channels from inactivation between APs (see below).  

 

2.2. Syn silencing changes the shape of AP waveform 

Looking more closely at the AP recordings during current stimulation, the Syn-silenced 

cells showed remarkable changes of the AP waveform with respect to control cells (Fig. 

5A). The most evident variation was the increased fast AHP in helSynKD cells (-5.7 ± 

0.7 mV, n = 21), with respect to control cells (-1.2 ± 0.5 mV, n = 21) (F(2,52) = 15.1, P ˂ 

0.0001) (Fig. 5B). In addition, helSynKD cells exhibited a decreased decay time 90%-

10% (5.8 ± 0.3 ms, n = 21 in helSynKD cell; vs 10.1 ± 1.1 ms, n = 21 in control cells) 

(F(2,52) = 4.6, P < 0.05) (Fig. 5C), but with no statistical significance for the decay time 

constant (decay tau) (5.1 ± 0.3 ms, n = 21 in helSynKD; vs 5.1 ± 0.4 ms, n = 21 in 

control cells) (P = 0.97, one-way ANOVA) (Fig. 5D) and AP half-width (4.8 ± 0.2 ms, n 

= 21 in helSynKD; vs 5.1 ± 0.3 ms, n = 21 in control cells) (P = 0.57, one-way ANOVA) 

(Fig. 5E). HelSynKD cells also showed also a slightly lower AP amplitude: 86.4 ± 1.5 

mV (n = 21) vs. 92.3 ± 1.5 mV (n = 21) in control cells (F(2.52) = 4.6, P < 0.05) (Fig. 5F). 

These results suggest that suppression of Syn mainly influences AP repolarization. 

Similar decay in the first 63% of the repolarization (decay tau) but decreased decay 
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90%-10%, with more pronounced fast AHP suggest changes in the final part of the 

repolarization and probably an increased contribution Ca2+-activated K+ currents 

(Storm, 1987; Faber and Sah, 2003; Berkefeld et al., 2010). To test this hypothesis, we 

bath applied paxilline, a BK channels inhibitor (Zhou and Lingle, 2014) (Fig. 5A, light 

gray line). In the presence of paxilline the helSynKD cells showed a decreased AHP (-

3.5 ± 0.7 mV, n = 11) (Fig. 5B), and a slightly increased decay time 90%-10% (8.1 ± 

2.1 ms, n = 11) (Fig. 5C) with respect to values before paxilline addition. In both cases 

the values measured with paxilline were not statistically different from controls. Decay 

tau (4.9 ± 0.9 ms, n = 11) (Fig. 5D) and half-width (5.4 ± 0.7 ms, n = 11) (Fig. 5E) were 

unchanged during paxilline application. In addition, in presence of paxilline there were 

no significant differences in the AP amplitude between control and helSynKD cells 

(88.8 ± 0.9 mV, n = 11) (Fig. 5F). Paxilline applied to control cells caused no significant 

changes to the AP measured parameters (data not shown).  

The analysis of the depolarizing phase showed a shorter time to peak in helSynKD 

cells (31.0 ± 1.9 ms, n = 25) with respect to controls (48.0 ± 4.8 ms, n = 20) (Kruskal-

Wallis test = 9.08, P = 0.01) (Fig. 5G), but no statistical difference in the maximum rate 

of rise of helSynKD cells (46.4 ± 3.3 ms, n = 25) compared to control cells (52.4 ± 4.3 

ms, n = 20) (P = 0.56, one-way ANOVA) (Fig. 5H). Addition of paxilline had nearly no 

effect on any of these parameters in both control and helSynKD cells (data not shown).  

 

2.3. Syn silencing alters Ca2+ and BK currents 

To test whether the increased AHP is associated with an increased BK current in Syn-

silenced cells, we measured the outward K+ current at different voltages (I-V curve) 

under voltage-clamp conditions in the presence of Ca2+ in the extracellular solution 

(Fig. 6A). We observed maximal increased K+ current amplitudes of 60-70% in 

helSynKD cells (n = 11) compared to control cells (n = 13), particularly at voltages 

between 0 and 20 mV (treatment F(1,264) = 4.03, P = 0.057, potentials F(12,264) = 264.9, P 

< 0.0001 and interaction F(12,264) = 6.36, P < 0.0001, Repeated Measures ANOVA) (Fig. 
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6A and B). Membrane potentials between -30 and 30 mV were used to test BK channel 

contribution to K+ currents. Addition of paxilline caused minor changes in K+ current 

amplitudes in control cells (Fig 6A and C), while in helSynKD cells the BK channel 

blocker decreased the K+ currents amplitude and the I-V curve (open squares in Fig. 

6C) became statistically similar to the control I-V curve (filled dots in Fig. 6C) (treatment 

F(3,210) = 3.41, P ˂ 0.05, potentials F(6,245) = 309.9.1, P < 0.0001 and interaction F(18,210) = 

2.84, P = 0.0002, Repeated Measures ANOVA). To estimate the size of BK currents 

we subtracted the K+ current traces with paxilline from those without paxilline in control 

and helSynKD cells (Fig 6D, left panel and insert). The peak values of these traces 

were plotted against voltage to give the “bell-shaped” I-V curves of Fig 6D (right panel), 

which are the typical I-V plots of Ca2+-dependent BK currents (treatment F(1,78) = 1.79, P 

= 0.20, potentials F(6,78) = 6.09, P < 0.0001 and interaction F(6,78) = 2.71, P = 0.019, 

Repeated Measures ANOVA). Similar “bell-shaped” curves were obtained plotting the 

steady state values of the traces against voltage (data not showed). The remaining 

“paxilline-resistant” K+ currents are effectively carried by voltage-gated K+ channels 

whose conductance was calculated and plotted against voltage in Fig. 6E. The solid 

curves are best fits using Boltzmann equations with half-maximal value (V½) 4.2 mV 

and slope factor (k) 8.97 mV in control cells and V½= 0 mV and k= 8.97 mV in 

helSynKD cells. All together these findings indicate that K+ outward currents in isolated 

Helix aspersa neurons are mainly carried by voltage-gated K+ channels whose density 

is not altered by Syn silencing.  

In addition, the K+ I-V relationship supports the former current-clamp observations, 

pointing towards an increased Ca2+-dependent K+ current through BK channels in 

helSynKD cells. We therefore also tested the effect of Syn silencing on the total Ca2+ 

currents in these cells. Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were performed to assay 

the size of inward Ca2+ currents (Fig. 7A). At potentials between -20 and +60 mV, we 

found larger Ca2+ current amplitudes in helSynKD cells (n = 11) with respect to control 
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cells (n = 13) (treatment F(1,308) = 7.81, P < 0.05, potentials F(14,308) = 62.79, P < 0.0001 

and interaction F(14,308) = 4.55, P < 0.0001, Repeated Measures ANOVA) (Fig. 7B).  

 

2.4. Effects of BK channels block on firing patterns. 

As a final check we tested how BK channels blocked by paxilline besides affecting the 

waveform of single APs (Fig. 5) and the size of BK currents (Fig. 6), also modify the 

firing patterns of helSynKD cells (Fig. 8A). Paxilline had nearly no effects on the MFF in 

control cells (0.5 nA: 3.3 ± 1.0 Hz; 1.0 nA: 5.6 ± 1.5 Hz; 1.5 nA: 8.4 ± 1.0 Hz; n = 9) (not 

shown), while in helSynKD cells the blocker decreased the MFF to values comparable 

to control cells (Fig. 8B). This was more evident at stronger stimulations (1.5 nA), 

reaching a value statistically similar to control value (0.5 nA: 4.7 ± 0.4 Hz; 1.0 nA: 7.5 ± 

0.7 Hz; 1.5 nA: 9.5 ± 0.8 Hz; n = 11) (treatment F(3,183) = 8.9, P < 0.0001, stimulus 

F(3,183) = 334.1, P < 0.0001 and interaction F(9,183) = 4.01, P = 0.0001, Repeated 

Measures ANOVA).  

With 1.5 nA current injection, all parameters associated with the AP firing returned to 

values similar to controls after helSynKD cells were treated with paxilline (filled dots vs. 

open triangles in Fig. 8C, E and F). Syn-silenced cells showed slightly decreased IFFs 

(treatment F(3,171) = 14.0, P < 0.0001, ISI F(2,171) = 11.7, P < 0.0001 and interaction 

F(6,171) = 0.2, P = 0.98, two-way ANOVA) (Fig. 8C). In addition the adaptation ratio 

increased (1.3 ± 0.1, n = 10) (Kruskal-Wallis test = 6.25, P = 0.04) (Fig. 8D). Despite 

their strong variation, paxilline treatments increased the voltage threshold of 

depolarization (Vth) of helSynKD cells (n = 11) (treatment F(2,220) = 18.6, P < 0.0001, 

spike F(5,220) = 32.5, P < 0.0001 and interaction F(5,220) = 1.5, P = 0.134, two-way 

ANOVA) (Fig. 8E). In addition, the changes in the decay of dV/dtmax were not 

significantly different in helSynKD and control cells; this value decreased towards the 

last APs, in a similar way that control cells did after paxilline application in helSynKD 

cells (treatment F(2,220) = 3.3, P < 0.05, spike F(5,220) = 68.4, P < 0.0001 and interaction 

F(10,220) = 0.8, P > 0.05, two-way ANOVA) (Fig. 8F). Taken together, these data suggest 
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that BK current elevation is likely the key mechanism regulating the enhanced firing in 

Syn-silenced cells. 

In conclusion, Syn knock-down is associated with an increased cellular excitability that 

derives from a BK current elevation associated with increased voltage-gated Ca2+ 

currents. Both up-regulations appear to be the key functional change induced by 

knocking-down Syn in Helix neurons that are able to alter the AP firing.
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3.   Discussion  

We studied the changes of cell excitability associated with the constitutive suppression 

of Syn expression by asRNA in an invertebrate model in order to better understand the 

epileptic phenotype developed in Syn-deficient organisms. We found that Syn down-

regulation in a constitutive way triggers a hyperexcitable state in specific serotonergic 

neurons isolated from Helix land snail, and this enhancement may be associated with 

increased Ca2+ and BK currents.  

3.1. Increased cellular excitability in Syn silenced cells. 

Almost all single, double or triple Syn KO mice models develop an epileptic phenotype 

(Li et al., 1995; Rosahl et al., 1995; Gitler et al., 2004; Etholm and Heggelund, 2009; 

Ketzef et al. 2011; Etholm et al., 2013) and several studies in the literature analyzed 

the relationship of Syn knock-down and knock-out with epileptogenesis. In addition, 

epidemiological studies reported several Syn mutations associated with several 

disorders, such as epilepsy in humans (García et al., 2004; Cavalleri et al., 2007; 

Lakhan et al., 2010; Fassio et al., 2011b; Lignani et al., 2013; Corradi et al., 2014). 

Synaptic transmission of glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses has been studied in 

Syn-deficient animals and under conditions of Syns down-regulation and deletion, 

showing an imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission, reducing 

the GABAergic component and leaving unchanged or increased the glutamatergic 

component (Terada et al., 1999; Gitler et al., 2004; Baldelli et al., 2007; Chiappalone et 

al., 2009; Ketzef et al. 2011; Farisello et al., 2012; Medrihan et al., 2013; Feliciano et 

al., 2013; Lignani et al., 2013; Medrihan et al., 2014), thus leading to an increased 

network excitability. 

Using an organism in which specific neurons can be individually isolated and cultured 

as single neurons and Syn can be inhibited in a chronic way, we analyzed cell 

excitability in Syn-deficient neurons in the absence of excitatory or inhibitory inputs and 
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in absence of possible compensatory mechanisms, in order to explore possible Syn-

dependent direct changes in cellular excitability. 

Earlier studies reported increased firing rates in neurons from SynI KO mice 

(Chiappalone et al., 2009), SynII KO mice (Medrihan et al., 2014) and triple KO mice 

(Farisello et al., 2012), suggesting hyperexcitability in Syn-deficient neurons in vitro. In 

addition, Farisello et al. (2012) reported a depolarized Em and a smaller threshold of 

AP firing, while Medrihan et al. (2014) reported a slightly depolarized Em, but in this 

case no statistically significant differences were observed in the threshold of AP firing. 

These changes in cell excitability were associated with the excitation/inhibition 

imbalance between glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic transmission, suggesting 

that the effects were due, at least in part, to a significant decrease in tonic GABAA 

current, decreased asynchronous GABA release and impaired tonic inhibition (Farisello 

et al., 2012; Medrihan et al., 2014).  

It is known that during seizures the increased abnormal activity is dependent not only 

on the excitatory and inhibitory connections between neurons, but also on the intrinsic 

properties of each individual cell (Kandel et al., 2013). To better analyze the role of Syn 

on single cell excitability, we decided to use an invertebrate culture cell preparation that 

is particularly advantageous since specific identifiable neurons may be isolated from 

their synaptic inputs and cultured in isolation where they maintain their electrical 

properties (Ghirardi et al., 1996). In these experiments, serotonergic C1 neurons were 

isolated from cerebral ganglia of Helix snails and kept in culture as floating somata for 

3 days following asRNA injections.   

The results of our experiments extended former findings and showed that Syn down-

regulation in Helix aspersa neurons is able to influence intrinsic cell excitability in the 

absence of excitatory and inhibitory inputs. In agreement with previous results in mice, 

we showed in this model a slightly depolarized Em, more negative threshold of AP 

firing and higher firing rates, together with a decreased rheobase and reduced SFA in 
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Syn-silenced cells with respect to Syn-expressing control cells. Since our cells were 

cultured isolated of synaptic inputs, the differences between control and helSynKD 

cells suggest intrinsic changes in cellular excitability when Syn was knocked-down.  

As we recently showed (Brenes et al., 2015), helSynKD cells show a faster 

neurotransmitter release under high frequency stimulation (10 Hz), and this could be 

associated with a larger RRP. Increased RRPs have also been reported in excitatory 

synapses of synapsin-deficient mice (Chiappalone et al., 2009; Kile et al., 2011; 

Farisello et al., 2012). In addition, smaller RRPs have been reported in inhibitory 

synapses of synapsin-deficient mice (Gitler et al., 2004; Baldelli et al., 2007; 

Chiappalone et al., 2009; Farisello et al., 2012). 

Increased excitability together with larger RRPs in excitatory synapses could be related 

to an increased excitatory component of the neuronal networks. The combination of 

increased excitability together with smaller RRPs in inhibitory synapses could generate 

easily fatigable inhibitory synapses and it could decrease the inhibitory component of 

the networks.  

3.2. Changes in ionic currents. 

Increased intrinsic cellular excitability has been reported in epileptic models, usually 

associated with ionic current modifications (Noebels, 2003). For example, several 

studies in humans have shown increased BK currents in epilepsy and paroxysmal 

movement disorders, that correlate with faster cellular spiking behavior (Du et al., 2005; 

Díez-Sampedro et al., 2006; Lorenz et al., 2007; Shruti et al., 2008; Lee and Cui, 2009; 

Wang et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010). However, changes in intrinsic electrical 

properties of individual cells, as a consequence of Syn silencing and causing increased 

excitability has not been described yet in the literature.  

Searching for a mechanism that links Syn silencing to changes in cell excitability and 

AP waveforms, we analyzed the effects of Syn silencing on Ca2+ and K+ currents. 

Outward K+ currents were increased in helSynKD cells, and were composed of a 

voltage-gated component similar in control and helSynKD cells and a Ca2+-dependent 
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BK component (Akaike et al., 1983; Hille, 2001) that increased in helSynKD cells. Ca2+ 

currents were also increased in helSynKD cells and this augmentation could drive the 

increased BK currents observed in Syn-deficient cells. However, we cannot exclude 

changes of the BK channel expression density in the cell membrane or changes in their 

subcellular localization. We also did not characterize the type of voltage-gated Ca2+ 

channels specifically up-regulated in helSynKD cells. It is known that Helix cells display 

voltage-gated Ca2+ channels type L, N and P/Q (Azanza et al., 2008) and future 

investigations are planned to identify the specific Ca2+ channels affected.  

The increased Ca2+ permeability could also be related to the slightly decreased resting 

membrane potential (Condliffe et al., 2010) and the decreased rheobase (Bravo et al., 

2011) observed in the neurons in which Syn was silenced. In addition, since AP 

depolarization in C1 Helix neurons depends on Na+ and Ca2+ channel opening (results 

not shown), it is possible that the increased Ca2+ currents could be associated with the 

faster depolarization observed in the pre-trigger phase of APs in helSynKD cells. 

As far as we know, there are no reports about the changes of Ca2+ and Ca2+-dependent 

BK currents in Syn-deficient cells. However, several studies have suggested that Syn 

proteins are able to interact with Ca2+ channels modifying directly or indirectly their 

function. Medrihan et al. (2013) showed functional interactions between SynII and 

presynaptic Ca2+ channels (Cav2.1, a P/Q type channel) and an increased ratio of 

synchronous/asynchronous GABA release. In addition, a potential interaction of SynI 

and SynII with distinct voltage-gated Ca2+ channels has been suggested by proteomic 

studies (Müller et al., 2010). It has also been reported that SynII KO increases Ca2+ 

sensitivity of release in excitatory transmission (Feliciano et al., 2013). 

Our present data do not exclude the possibility that Syn deficiency alters channel 

kinetics. It is known, in fact, that ion channel/protein interactions can modulate Ca2+ 

channel properties. For instance, knocking-down SNAP-25 results in an increased 

current density of Cav2.2 (P/Q-type) voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, reducing their 

voltage-dependent inactivation (Condliffe et al., 2010). We also cannot exclude the 
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possibility that differences in the trafficking of Ca2+ and BK channels or their regulatory 

subunits may contribute to the observed phenomenon. It is known that Syns are 

involved in actin polymerization and cytoskeleton formation (Cesca et al., 2010), and 

actin knocking-down could affect trafficking, delivery, segregation, localization, 

clustering and activity of ion channels. Concerning this issue, it has been reported that 

cytoskeleton disruption can lead to increased intracellular Ca2+ and/or altered 

regulation of transmembrane ion flux (Janmey, 1998). Several studies have also shown 

that changes in the actin cytoskeleton dynamics mediate BK channel properties in 

hippocampal neurons and smooth muscle cells. For instance, actin disruption 

increases BK channels activation and clustering (O’Malley et al., 2005; O’Malley and 

Harvey, 2007). Future studies will focus on the changes in channel subcellular 

localization and channel kinetics in Syn-deprived cells. 

As pointed out before, the increased BK currents and their effect on AHP could be 

related to the faster spiking rates since deeper AHP facilitates sustained high-

frequency firing by limiting the accumulation of Na+ and Ca2+ channel inactivation and 

by inducing a more rapid channel reactivation following each spike (Mott et al., 1997; 

Erisir et al., 1999; Faber and Sah, 2003; Fernandez et al., 2005; Shruti et al., 2008; 

Comunanza et al., 2010; Vandael et al., 2015; Jaffe et al. 2011).  Paxilline effect on the 

MFF during the stronger stimulations suggests that the up-regulation of BK channels 

could in part enable fast spiking by limiting the channel inactivation during repetitive 

firing. 

Clearly, the larger AHP and the decreased accumulation of inactive channels are not 

the only factors supporting the fast spiking behavior observed in helSynKD cells. The 

depolarization phase of the AP in C1 Helix neurons is affected by Ca2+ channels and 

Ca2+ currents are increased in the Syn-depleted cells. These currents may thus 

accelerate the depolarization rate at the pre-threshold phase to reach the threshold 

faster and induce higher frequency firing in Syn-deficient cells. 
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4. Conclusions 

We have shown that Syn knock-down in Helix land snail serotonergic neurons is 

associated with an increased excitability, characterized by decreased Em, lower 

rheobase, more negative threshold potential and faster spiking frequencies. The APs of 

the Syn-silenced cells have faster depolarization and repolarization with increased 

AHP. The changes in the AP waveform and spiking behavior of the helSynKD cells are 

related to increased Ca2+ influx through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and increased 

Ca2+-dependent BK currents. Although, the specific mechanisms underlying these 

effects is unknown, the present data clearly suggest an increased intrinsic excitability in 

cells where Syn is knocked-down, helping to better understand the epileptic phenotype 

developed in different Syn-deficient organisms. Future studies will assess the specific 

mechanisms that link Syn knock-down and cell hyperexcitability in this experimental 

model. 
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9. Figure legends 

Figure 1. Action potential measurements. Image representation of the action 

potential (AP) parameters measured for waveform characterization. We measured the 

resting membrane potential (Em), the time between stimulus and AP peak (time to 

peak), the voltage threshold for AP firing (Vth), the AP amplitude from Em, the AP width 

at half amplitude (Half-width), the decay time of the first 63% of total repolarization 

(decay tau), the decay time between the 90 and 10% of the repolarization (Decay time 

90-10%), and the after-hyperpolarization (AHP). 

Figure 2. Helix synapsin knock-down. A. Representative images from 

immunocytochemistry analysis with a custom antibody against Helix synapsin (helSyn) 

in a control and a synapsin-silenced cell (helSynKD) after 48 h of asRNA expression. 

Scale bar: 5 µm. B. Fluorescence intensity in arbitrary units (A.U.) of the varicosities 

selected in A and of their proximal neurites, corrected against their neighboring 

background.  

Figure 3. Increased cellular excitability in synapsin knock-down cells 

(helSynKD). Excitability was estimated by different means. Measuring the resting 

membrane potential (Em) (A), the minimal current injection intensity necessary to 

evoke an action potential (rheobase) (B), and the voltage threshold (Vth) for action 

potential firing (C). In C, the phase plane plot analysis (dV/dt vs. V) of averaged action 

potentials was used to calculate Vth (dashed lines) and mean values are showed as an 

insert. Each bar indicates the mean ± s.e.m. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.0001. 

Figure 4. Increased firing in synapsin knock-down cells (helSynKD). A. 

Representative recordings of control and helSynKD cell action potentials, aligned for a 

better appreciation. B. Mean firing frequency (MFF) plotted as a function of the injected 

current. Instantaneous firing frequency (IFF) at each interspike interval (ISI) (C), and 
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the corresponding adaptation ratio (D), were measured during the 1.5 nA stimulation. 

Voltage threshold (Vth) (E) and the maximal depolarization velocity (dV/dtmax) (F) were 

also measured for each spike fired during the 1.5 nA stimulation. Each value indicates 

the mean ± s.e.m. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.0001. 

Figure 5. Synapsin down-regulation was associated with changes in action 

potential waveform, in part dependent on BK channels. A. Representative trace of 

action potentials (AP) in control cells and in synapsin–silenced cells (helSynKD) in 

presence (+ paxi) or absence (- paxi) of paxilline. In the three conditions we measured 

after-hyperpolarization (AHP) amplitude (B), decay time between the 90% and the 10 

% of the repolarization phase (C), decay time constant (decay tau) (D), AP half-width 

(E), and AP amplitude (F). Time to peak (G) and maximum rise slope (H) were also 

measured. Paxilline effects on control cells and on depolarization values are nor 

shown. Each bar indicates the mean ± s.e.m. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.0001. 

Figure 6. BK and voltage-gated K+ currents in control and helSynKD cells. A. 

Representative K+ currents before and after paxilline addition in control and helSynKD 

cells recorded at the indicated potentials. B. I-V relationship of the K+ outward currents 

in control and helSynKD cells. C. Effect of paxilline on K + currents at voltages between 

-30 and 30 mV. Each data value is the mean ± s.e.m. D. On the left panel, 

representative K+ currents at 10 mV obtained before (black) and after (gray) paxilline 

addition and the “paxilline-sensitive” BK component obtained by subtracting the two 

traces (see insert) and on the right panel the I-V relationship of the maximal BK current 

amplitude. Notice the typical “bell-shaped” I-V curve representative of BK currents. E. 

Residual “paxilline-resistant” voltage-gated K+ channel conductance versus voltage in 

control and in helSynKD cells were calculated and fitted by Boltzmann equations as 

described in the text. Notice the steep voltage-dependence of both I-V curves. * P < 

0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001. 
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Figure 7. Increased Ca2+ currents in helSynKD cells. A. Representative Ca2+ 

currents. B. Ca2+ currents measured at different voltage steps (I-V relation) in control 

and synapsin-silenced cells (helSynKD). Each value indicates the mean ± s.e.m. *** P 

< 0.001. 

Figure 8. BK channels influence cell firing in a stimulus intensity-dependent way 

in synapsin-silenced cells (helSynKD) by affecting channel recovery. A. 

Representative traces of the effect of paxilline treatment on firing behavior of helSynKD 

cells with respect to control cells. B. Mean firing frequency (MFF) in control cells and in 

helSynKD cells in absence and presence of paxilline. Instantaneous firing frequency 

(IFF) at each interspike interval (ISI) in helSynKD cells (C) and adaptation ratio (D) in 

absence (- paxi) and presence (+ paxi) of paxilline. Changes in the Vth and dV/dtmax of 

each action potential in the 500 ms stimulation at 1.5 nA (E and F, respectively) are 

presented as the % regarding the first AP of each stimulation in presence and absence 

of paxilline. Each value indicates the mean ± s.e.m. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 

0.001 in helSynKD with respect to control cells and ++ P < 0.01, helSynKD + Paxilline 

with respect to control cells. 
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